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Excerpt from China and Her People, Vol. 1 of 2: Being the Observations, Reminiscences, and
Conclusions of an American DiplomatThe career of the late Col. Charles Denby in the Far
East covered one of the most interesting and important eras in the history of civilization in that
region of the world. That a man known not at all to the country as a whole and with no other
distinction than that of the commander of an Indiana regiment in the Civil War should, without
previous diplomatic training, be able so to conduct his office as United States Minister to
China that he was continued there through three administrations and part of a fourth, at a time
when politics was at its bitterest, is one of the most remarkable facts in our diplomatic history.
It is plain that this man who was so honoured was a very able and valuable public servant and
that his ministry won renown and honour to America and Americans.About the
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